
Monetize Subscriptions with SAP Subscription Billing 
Leverage investment in SAP ECC

SAP Subscription Billing
Integration with SAP ECC
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Subscription-based services are 
becoming the standard business 
model for companies attracted by 
recurring and predictable revenue 
streams and new opportunities for 
growth. How can you maximize 
your return on existing investment 
and get started with minimum 
effort and at a low cost?

CLARITY approach helps you to 
leverage existing SAP ECC 
investment and empower 
monetization with pay-per-use and 
outcome-based subscription 
offerings and create a smooth real-
time billing and payment 
experience for new business 
models in an end-to-end process.
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With SAP Subscription Billing (SAP SB), companies can manage their subscription

business from simple subscription product requirements to complex services

monetization scenarios with pay-per-use and outcome-based subscription

products and rate plans all the way through subscription lifecycle and value

delivered to the customers.

SAP Subscription Billing integration with SAP ERP Central Component (ECC)

enables you to create End-to-End process flows by extending your SAP ECC with

SAP Subscription Billing capabilities. Based on the fully integrated landscape of

SAP systems, a single product catalog provides both optimization and

simplification of the invoicing process. The integration takes advantage of the best

features of the SAP ERP system, that manages logistics, order management,

payments, accounts receivable, Financial Accounting activities, revenue

recognition, and reporting.

Leverage existing SAP investment in ECC to
empower monetization with pay-per-use and 
outcome-based subscription offerings.
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SAP Subscription Billing for SAP ERP (ECC) 
integration architecture
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SAP ECC can consume billing records and other data created in SAP Subscription
Billing by leveraging the powerful features of the SAP Cloud platform Integration
(SAP CPI). The Sales Distribution (SD) sales order is generated based on the
transaction data and follows the standard invoicing process inside SD invoicing.
The integration process, that is based on standard SAP ECC processes, unlocks the
entire set of SAP ERP system functionality such as revenue recognition, customer
financial management, tax engines, payment gateways, and so on.
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Definition of Pricing Structures and Rate Plans
SAP Subscription Billing allows creation of complex and flexible pricing models
through the use of pricing schemas specified in the pricing configuration application
and supports different rate plan types including one-time, recurring, usage-based,
and tiered pricing.

Subscription Billing
Subscription Contract 

(Monthly Subscription Product + Usage-based Product)

Subscription Life-cycle Management
SAP Subscription Billing supports the entire lifecycle of a subscription contract, from
the initial deal to renewal and termination, along with subscription deal changes and
extensions of the contract with a customer.
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Subscription Billing
Bill 

(Recurring + Usage Based)

Billing cycles
SAP Subscription Billing offers flexible configuration capabilities to support various
types of billing cycles in order to meet constantly growing business requirements.

Integration of master data
Complete master data integration allows customers to ensure master data
consistency across the whole system's landscape, resulting in a streamlined and
robust order-to-cash process.
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ECC
Sales Order

SAP Cloud Platform Integration
SAP CPI enables seamless integration between SAP Subscription Billing and SAP
ECC. The SAP CPI can trigger the execution of integration flows using the SAP Event
Mesh. Execution is based on predefined events that occur during the subscription
contract or billing life cycle. Using the SAP CPI's scheduling capabilities, integration
flows can be scheduled to transfer data between systems based on predefined
periods, such as billing cycles. SAP CPI integration flows are configurable and can
be extended to meet any customer preferences or requirements.
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Subscription Products
Materials needs be created in SAP ECC 
and mapped to Products created in SAP 
Subscription Billing using the External 
Reference.

Rate Plans
SAP Subscription Billing maintains pricing 
for the subscription products via rate 
plans and pricing schemes in the system.
Business Partners
The master data of corporate and 
individual customers can be managed 
in SAP Subscription Billing and also be 
replicated between SAP Subscription 
Billing and SAP ECC.
The business partner in SAP Subscription 
Billing is a very lean object. Depending on 
master data modelling in SAP 
Subscription Billing, we can enable 
automatic replication of business 
partners from SAP ECC to SAP 
Subscription Billing via SAP CPI or have 
ad hoc updates using available APIs from 
SAP Subscription Billing.

O2C Flow
1. SAP Subscription Billing receives 

request to create subscription 
contract from external system. 
SAP Subscription Billing maintains 
full lifecycle of the subscription 
contract such as initial deal, 
renewal, upsell/downsell, cross-
sell, and termination.

2. SAP Subscription Billing generates 
and maintains billing records with 
charges and credits based on the 
rate plans, billing cycles, and 
pricing schemes.

3. SAP CPI maintains scheduled jobs 
to initiate replication of the billing 
records. It fetches the data from 
SAP SB and replicates it to the SAP 
ECC.

4. SAP ECC receives billing records 
data and generates SD sales order 
that follows to the SD invoicing.

SAP Subscription Billing for ECC: Solution Overview
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Partner Settlement

Partner revenue sharing and settlement 
becoming important in the digital 
economy. When an end customer uses a 
service offered by a company's partner, 
transaction can result in receivables from 
one or more parties, and payables to one or 
more parties, all on the basis of a single 
transaction.

Partner settlement processes enables 
customers to:
• Create a commission fee for a partner 

involved in the selling processes of a 
subscription

• Develop royalties and partner charges for 
scenarios in which they sell services on-
behalf of other companies

• Intercompany billing processes
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Intercompany Billing

Intercompany billing allows one or 
multiple intermediaries within the same 
group of companies to bill each other for 
their participation in processing a sales 
order.

Intercompany billing process enables 
customers to:

• Sell their services through a subsidiary 
to their end customers

• Manage the internal relationship 
between the subsidiary and the 
company originally providing the 
service
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Revenue Recognition

Subscription businesses operate under a 
very different financial model than 
those who sell one-time products or 
services. Instead of a one-time 
transaction, subscription revenue is 
paid in advance for future services.

The revenue from subscriptions must be 
recorded on an accrual basis in the 
financial statements. Revenue is not 
recorded and recognized until the value 
has been earned, but rather until cash 
or other payments have been received 
and documented

As your business model becomes more 
complex, it is very important to make 
sure that stay compliant by having all 
the data you need to meet IFRS 15 and 
ASC 606 revenue recognition standards.
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Start your  Subscription 
Journey with CLARITY
CLARITY supports you at every stage of your 
journey with solutions that co-exist with your 
current ERP systems and provide efficient 
automated end-to-end processes.

We offer you to start your journey to 
Subscription Business with free Discovery 
workshops provided by CLARITY. We will:

1. Gather business requirements

2. Identify priorities including roadmap

3. Develop high-level solution design

4. Validate integration architecture and 
data migration requirements

5. Provide commercial proposal for 
1st phase (MVP) of the project and 
estimate for future phases.

6. Create scope document with key 
requirements and assumptions

7. Define Quote-to-Cach architecture

Contact us for more details! We are looking 
forward to supporting you on your journey!

mailto:sj@clarity.cx


About CLARITY
CLARITY is a leading SAP Quote-to-Cash 
solution provider that helps companies 
globally to empower sales and create 
new monetization opportunities through 
subscription model implementation. 
CLARITY is the preferred Quote-to-Cash 
expert across multiple industries and 
geographies.

Learn more at
www.clarity.cx/billing

Contact

Sergey Jermakov
sj@clarity.cx
Europe +371 2030 3322
US +1 202 788 0100

Follow CLARITY
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http://www.clarity.cx/billing
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+37120303322
+12027880100
https://www.linkedin.com/company/22338942/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCjnDGDhYKhedl2lVIv6QRkQ
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